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ABSTRACT
This work introduces a conceptualized approach of building web based learning
tool for providing knowledge for specific topic and student model for student
educational interactivity evaluation. The main characteristic of the presented
approach for development learning application that is intended for web access is
the consistency of the three key aspects of the digital form of a learning process –
learning objectives, information flow organization and software instruments.
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I. OVERVIEW
The present study follows the line and field of researches outlined in series of
publications [1]-[5] in the field of learning applications in the digital based
education process and in conjunction the following terms are defined:
•
Learning application (app) – An ICT based tool using didactical
methodology with clear defined pedagogical goal in certain scientific
field or fields;
•
Complete high-technology environment (CHTE) – Persistent time
dominant interactive technology environment of the individual, who
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perceives, processes and transfers the information through the digital
technologies;
•
High interactive generation (HIG) – A social defined community situated
in CHTE.
Digital generation was replaced by high interactive generation. As such
generation it accomplishes their dominant part of its needs through various smart
devices and reasonably it puts into question the didactical approaches of the
instructors or lecturers in the educational process in which it is participant itself.
From other side the educational process integrates a broad set of ICT [6][14][25][28]-[30], but when this process lacks attributes and teacher’s technology
tools, adequate to student’s perceptions, could be difficult high quality of the
educational process to be achieved.
As suggested [1] aspects in development of the WEB based learning
applications could be differentiated into two main groups:
• Technological (Hardware and software);
• Pedagogical.
In these developments as a leading premise pedagogical goal is determined,
but the chosen technology and approaches would serve as a methodology for
achieving this goal. The integrity of these aspects defines a process development
framework. But, the main difference, between certain software product
development outside of the education and software with main characteristic of
learning application, defines the following aspects:
• Pedagogical goals;
• Didactical model;
• Student model;
• High measurable interactivity implementation[5].
Considering the application development process constant factors has been
set. These factors have key impact on final product and also in the applying on the
educational process of this learning application. These factors set up straight
dependency of the learning application and its exploitation by the pedagogical
goals [1][15]-[17] , didactical model, student model and functional measurable
interactivity.

II. APPLICATION MODELLING
In the field of learning apps intended for knowledge providing via digital
resource representation, there are number of implementations particularly in the
engineering specialties, as reviewed in [18]-[21] and some of it are very
sophisticated in technological perspective, but there could be noted certain flaws
in these examples to be used as learning tool like their lack of clear pedagogy
aspect, dependency of cross-platform compatibility, requirement of certain
preparations, some compilations or installation procedures. This definitely limits
accessibility, usage and improvements in the world of hyper connectivity.
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This study doesn’t evaluate these app’s technical functionalities rather it
emphasize on the lack of fully integrated didactical and student models in it which
may twist the whole educational process, including some improper or inaccurate
assessments alongside syllabus.
We assume that there are several technological principles on which the
learning app lies:
• Information flow;
• Interactivity;
• Multimodality;
• CSD Integrity;
• Spatial and anytime access;
• Cross-platform independency.
As far as the last two principles are clearly self-defined and interactivity was
deeply exposed [5], the cross-scientific domain (CSD) integrity strictly demands
seamless integration of two parts – software and pedagogy (didactical model and
student model). The first one principle, information flow, defines how topic
related knowledge should flows through the active education time window of the
application. Multimodality will be discussed little further.
To achieve more educational output values the above principles should be
regarded in certain high education project for developing WEB based learning tool
for specific topic. After the phase of requirements analysis, in phase of
formalization and modelling there are certain factors to be regarded. Considering
the specific subject of the application and field of knowledge we accept as guiding
line here recent discovery of scientist of Max Planck Institute that the human
brain uses several frequency bands for the flow of information between lower and
higher areas where visual cortex processes visual information[22]. And so we
assume information flow of the active educational application-time-window
should consist of information sub-flows sourced from each component. We also
assume that this sub-flows shouldn’t be interrupted each other. This mean the
time of activity of all components must be equal and also equal to the active
phase of the educational main time window. According to this we do information
flow formalization.
Let
𝑐𝑖 ∈ 𝐶 = {𝑐1 , 𝑐, … 𝑐𝑛 }

(1)

where
𝐶 - set of all learning application components.
𝑐𝑖 - i-th component of the learning application.
So we could accept that:
∃ (𝐴𝑝𝑝(𝑡)) → (𝑃𝐸𝑇𝑊(𝑡) ∧ 𝐴𝐸𝑇𝑊(𝑡))
where
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𝐴𝑝𝑝(𝑡) – learning application (time dependent) runtime.
𝑃𝐸𝑇𝑊(𝑡) – passive educational application-time-window (time
dependent).
𝐴𝐸𝑇𝑊(𝑡) – active educational application-time-window (time dependent).
Here 𝐴𝐸𝑇𝑊(𝑡) gets in its active phase after the student login where this is the
time point where 𝑃𝐸𝑇𝑊(𝑡) terminates its phase.
And thus
(∀𝑐𝑖 ∈ 𝐴𝑝𝑝) → 𝑎𝑖 (𝑡)) → (𝑎𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝐴𝐸𝑇𝑊(𝑡))

(3)

where
𝐴𝑝𝑝 – learning application executable
𝑎𝑖 (𝑡) – active phase of i-th component of the application
Following the above principles and formulation a conceptualization of WEB
based learning application is presented in fig.1. Walk through the design stage of
the application an UML sequence diagram was chosen to do the conceptualization
despite the statement that this type of diagram is meant to be used in one single
scenario. But to justify it we put into high level of abstraction educational process
as main scenario.
A conceptualization examination describes tree main initiations – of Didactical
model, of the Student modelError! Reference source not found. and Topic
Information Flow.
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Figure 1: Conceptualization of the WEB based learning application.

Thus objectivize the implementation of pedagogy in the software, which is
crucial difference between common software product and software intended for
learning purposes. The second main conceptualization characteristic is that digital
educational process place in educational interaction frame all the active
educational phases. Main active objects (participants) of the conceptualization are
Program flow (PF), Didactical model (DM), Student model (SM) and Topic
Information flow (TIF).
The multimodality is other key characteristic of the learning app. We assume
an approach of defining asynchronous information channels for the same
fragments of the topic related knowledge represented via different type of data –
text, images and speech which is direct referenced by[22][24] and to put aside the
declining learning-styles beliefs[23]. As an abstract thinking this rely on increasing
flexibility in perception, located in special areas of the frontal lobe that are
responsible for it.
In addition we assume as a pedagogical aspect a methodology, based on the
adoption of the constructivist theory. So, the student could be able to construct
knowledge based on its own prior experience assisted with mentor/teacher. But
in digital context of the learning process to construct knowledge in learning app
we rely on physiological human characteristic – sensitivity, which is correlated
with a stimulus. And when data are represented through various types – image,
text and sound this will increase the detection levels and responds to stimulus.
Stimulus reception opens the sensory channels[27], and that's exactly is what
we strive to embed into learning app. In order to accomplish it there should be
expansion of the number of the visual interactive controls in parallel of human
stimulus perception for every component of the educational application-timewindow as expressed in (3).

III. CONCLUSIONS
The presented in this paper conceptualization might be used as common
guidelines when the teaching online instrument is on demand. As stated in
application modelling section in given development process of the web based
learning application during the first stages the above principles have to be applied
in order to implement all characteristics of the standard educational process into
its digital equivalent.
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